
Thie Numeral

The Amharic numerals are divided into cardinal and
ordinal, with a counting system that is decimal* The first

ten numerals are: and 'one\ hulet U :vo\ sost 'three', arat

'four', ammast 'five', saddast 'six', sebat 'seven', sammant
eight', zetan 'nine', assar 'ten'. The count from 11 to 99
is made by adding unities to the tens: asra • L and — 11,

asra hul£t — 12, asra sost — 13, etc. The even tens are:

haya (kaya) — 2 0, scJasa — 30, arba — 40, amsa — 50,

salsa — 60, s£ba — 70, sfemanya — 80, z£t£na — 90. The
numerals from one, hundred on are: mtto — 100, si(h) *a

thousand', 'a million'. The numerals from 101 (and also
100 1) and upwards are formed by adding unities to the

hunHreds (and, correspondingly, to the thousands): (and)

meto and — 101, (and) m£ta huUt — 102, etc.; of (and)
sih and — 1001, (and) sih huUt — 1002, etc. The even
hundreds or thousands are formed by placing unities de-
noting the number of hundreds or thousands before the
w^ords 'hundred' or 'thousand': (and) m£to — 100, hul€.t

mtto — 200, sost mtto — 300, arat mtto — 400, etc. or
and) -:h — 1000, hultt sih — 2000, sost sih — 3000, etc.

Instead of the word dU *ten thousand', used by manv
authors '^^^j but hardly ever applied in modern Amnanc, m-^

ordinary asssr sih is employed. Por instance, the number
10,598 wll read as : assar sih ammast m£.to zft£na sam-
mant.

The ordinal numerals are formed by adding the suffix

-€nna to the cardinal ones (after the stem consonant);
after the stem vo^.Arel it is - nna: and 'one* — andtnna 'the

first', hultt 'tw^o* — hul£tfenna 'the second', arba 'forty' —
arbanr^a 'the fortieth', etc. The word m£g£mm£rya, w^ith

the basic meaning of 'beginning', 'the beginning', is frequent-
ly used for the ordinal numeral 'the first*. Also employed,
but in a very limited number of cases, is the Ethiopian
word qedamawi: yt'ityopya nagust neg£st q£.damawi Haylt.
S^llase 'Emperor Halle' Sellasie 1 of Ethiopia'.

In the ordinal numerals made up of several elements
(unities, tens, hundreds, thousands) the suffix is added
only to the last figure: asra and £nna - the 11th, sfclasa
zttenfcnna — the 3 9th, and m£.to s£manya ammastenna —
the lS5th, and sih z£t£n meto salsa saddastfnna — the
1966th, etc.

The fractional numerals are formed in the same way as
in English: and ammastcnna 'one- fifth', hultt z£t€n£nna
'two- ninths', sost sammantenna 'three- eights', etc. For l/2,

1/3 and l/4th there are independent words: akkul 'one- half,
siso 'one- third'', rub 'one- fourth'. These words when used
with whole figures are joined with the prefix te- or kfc-:
hultt ttkkul 'two- and- a- half sost t£ rub (k£rub) 'three- and- a-
quarter* hul&t kesiso. *two-and- a- third*.

Decimal fractions after an integral (or zero) are con-
veyed by a period, rather than comma: sost n£fab sebat
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(3.7) Hhree point seven- tenths*, z£ro nttab saddast (0,6)

*zero point six- tenths'.

The repetition of numerals conveys disjunction; arat
arat *in fours*, z£t£n zfctfin 'in nines', etc. Approximation
is expressed by a special word yahal following the numera:
hul£t mpto yahdl 'some two hundred'. The meanings of
'more, more' and 'less, less' are respectively expressed b
sand*, arat milyon yanngsfi Uess than four millions*. The
constructions in which approximate numerals are combirtec
w^ith nouns ('thousands of people*, 'millions of dollars*) arc
conveyed in a descriptive manner: b^bdzu ^ih ycmmiqqot-
tgru sowoc 'thousands of people* (literally *by many thou-
sands of counted people'), bfbdzu milyon y^mmiqqottsr bai
* millions of dollars'.

Per cent is expressed by a construction consisiting
of the preposition h€. 'in*, the numeral m£to *a hundred*
and a word indicating the actual per cent: b£m£.to asra
hultt — 12 per cent, bfimeto z£t£.na — 90 per cent. The
concept of 100 per cent is conveyed by the construction
meto bfimftto (literally *a hundred in a hundred*).

The w^ord bazu means 'much', bftam bazu — "very
much*, aggag bttam bazu — 'extremely much'. The word
taqit (tdnnas) means 'little', bt^am tsqit (tannas) — 'very
little', dggag bttam t&C{it (tannas) — 'extremely little'.

Dates are conveyed in two ways: 1966 (the year);
sih zetcn m£to salsa saddest 'one thousand nine hundred
and sixty- six' or asra ztttn mfcto salsa saddast, literally

'19 hundred sixty- six'.

The Amharic numeral is always placed before the
word it enumerates: sost ttrepeza 'three tables', assar
m&shaf *ten books*, arat ttmari 'four pupils*, m£to sowoc
'one hundred people*.

In theory the numeral may serve as any member of

the sentence. But in practice it mostly appears in the role

of attribute (see examples cited above), object (hul€ tun

ayyfihu *l saw two*) and subject (so-ittnnam hed£ *and the
third one left').
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